INTRODUCTION
============

Cellular signaling cascades are generally housed in specialized subcellular microcompartments, including cilia, microvilli, pre- and postsynaptic compartments, and lamellar membrane systems such as the ER and the Golgi apparatus, that are highly spatially and volume constrained ([@bib11]; [@bib56]; [@bib33]). Yet, much of what we know about cell signaling comes from in vitro studies where the original compartments have been disrupted mechanically by detergent dissolution or by other harsh treatments that reduce signaling cascades to systems that are tractable for study using dilute solution assumptions, which are far from physiological reality. It has thus been a long-standing goal in cell biology and biophysics to approach the study of cell signaling within live cells using optical methods, where the concentrations of cascade components and the geometries of the signaling microcompartments are physiologically relevant. This goal has been hampered, however, by the fact that most of these signaling microcompartments are smaller than can be resolved with current live cell--imaging modalities.

A case in point is G protein--coupled receptor (GPCR) signaling. GPCRs are ubiquitous sensors found in the membranes of cell microcompartments and are responsible for transducing hundreds of different biological signals, including hormone, peptide, chemical, and light, into electrical and chemical responses that convey information about the cell's physical environment ([@bib43]). Once activated, lateral diffusion in the membranes is thought to allow serial activation of many heterotrimeric GTP-binding proteins (G proteins) that carry and amplify the signal between the receptor and the downstream effectors of various transduction cascades. This amplification step is particularly important for sensory signaling. For instance, retinal photoreceptors are able to signal the activation of a single GPCR, a rhodopsin molecule, because it sequentially activates ∼100 G proteins presumably via diffusional encounter ([@bib41]). Although early macroscopic studies of translational rhodopsin diffusion in lamellar disc membranes of photoreceptors established its ability to move across the discs ([@bib26]; [@bib40]), the mobility of rhodopsin within the disc membrane microcompartments formed by incisure clefts could only be indirectly inferred ([@bib40]) because of limitations in the spatial resolution of the imaging approach used.

Here, we have overcome the limitations on spatial resolution and report the first measurement of the translational dynamics of rhodopsin within defined signaling membrane microcompartments of live photoreceptor cells. To accomplish this, we developed an approach that draws upon our recently reported ability to directly visualize membrane microcompartments, formed by lamellar discs and their incisures, in live *Xenopus laevis* rod outer segments ([@bib33]). Fusions of rhodopsin with GFP variants were expressed transgenically, and rhodopsin diffusional dynamics within the identified membrane microcompartments was examined using high spatial resolution multiphoton fluorescence relaxation after photoconversion (mFRAP) ([@bib5], [@bib6]). We find that the relaxation of Rho-PAGFP photoconverted within a disc lobule is dramatically inhomogeneous over long time periods where interlobular equilibration occurs. Relaxation within a lobule, however, is rapid and complete, and appears monotonic. Analysis of the results with a novel membrane protein diffusion model, which accounts for the no-flux boundaries imposed by disc incisures in a pattern specific to the particular cell being examined, reveals that these observations are best described by diffusion of a mono-dispersed population of rhodopsins with uniform diffusivities, and that the lobule connections to the greater disc surface impose significant, variable deterrents to interlobule rhodopsin transport.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Generation of transgenic *Xenopus*
----------------------------------

Transgenic *Xenopus*-expressing EGFP or *Xenopus* opsin fused to enhanced GFP (EGFP) or the photoactivatable variant of GFP, PAGFP (Rho-EGFP or Rho-PAGFP) ([@bib37]), in rods under the *Xenopus* opsin promoter (XOP; [@bib28]), was generated using the REMI method ([@bib20]; [@bib19]). Transgenic animals were identified by examining fluorescence intensities in retinas of anesthetized tadpoles via epifluorescent fundus imaging and allowed to develop into late-stage tadpoles and adult frogs. It should be noted that, strictly speaking, rhodopsin is formed from an opsin apoprotein with bound 11-cis retinal (vitamin A~1~ aldehyde). *Xenopus* rods, however, predominantly contain *porphyropsin*, which consists of the opsin apoprotein with 11-cis-3-dehdroretinal (vitamin A~2~ aldehyde) bound. Because we do not expect substantial differences between the diffusion of opsin with bound A~1~ versus A~2~ chromophore, we here use the generic and more widely recognized term "rhodopsin" to describe the visual pigment in *Xenopus* rods.

Animal rearing
--------------

Transgenic *Xenopus* tadpoles were housed in tanks containing de-ionized water supplemented with 20 mM of artificial sea salt (Instant Ocean; United Pet Group, Inc.). Tank water was changed three times per week with a water--Instant Ocean mixture that was allowed to stand in the tadpole room for at least 24 h before use to equilibrate to ambient temperature. Tadpoles were fed nettle powder suspended in the water--Instant Ocean mixture three times per week, several hours before changing the tank water. Postmetamorphic froglets were fed sinking frog pellets (*Xenopus* express) three times per week. The tadpole room was maintained at 18--20°C and on a 12-h light--12-h dark cycle.

Tissue preparation for imaging
------------------------------

*Xenopus* tadpoles stage 42--60, or froglets, were dark-adapted for at least 2 h before experiment. All subsequent procedures were performed under infrared illumination to minimize activation of rhodopsin. Animals were anesthetized by bathing in 0.05% tricaine (ethyl 3-aminobenzoate methanesulfonate; Sigma-Aldrich) and decapitated. Eyes were removed, and retinas were dissected into frog Ringer's solution (in mM: 120 NaCl, 2 KCl, 10 HEPES, 1.6 MgCl~2~, 10 glucose, 0.03 EDTA, and 1.0 CaCl~2~). Retinas were oriented ganglion cell side down in a 50-µl bubble of Ringer's solution on a polypropylene sheet and sliced into strips ∼50--100-µm wide and 100--200-µm long. Slices were transferred to an imaging chamber as described previously ([@bib38]; [@bib5], [@bib6]).

Imaging of live *Xenopus* rods
------------------------------

Imaging and protein diffusion measurements were performed with a custom-built multiphoton/confocal scanning laser microscope (MPCLSM) described previously ([@bib38]; [@bib5], [@bib6]). Transgenic expression of proteins under the XOP results in heterogeneous protein levels across rods in a given animal's retina ([@bib38]; [@bib6]; [@bib18]). Thus, 3-D scans of the retinal slices were performed before experiment to identify rods with sufficient Rho-E/PAGFP expression and that were well oriented with their long axis as close to parallel to the *x--y* image plane as possible (side-on imaging) or with their outer segments near to perpendicular to the *x--y* imaging plane such that incisure patterns were detected (end-on imaging). The initial 3-D scans were performed with visible confocal scanning using the 488-nm line of an argon ion laser (model 163C; Spectra Physics) focused to the diffraction limit, with a 60×, 1.2-NA, water-immersion objective (Nikon).

Multiphoton FRAPa and FRAPb of Rho-E/PAGFP
------------------------------------------

Rho-E/PAGFP dynamics were examined by mFRAP. All mFRAP experiments were performed on our custom MPCLSM, which is housed in a tightly temperature-controlled room at 20 ± 1°C. PAGFP or EGFP was photoconverted at specified coordinates within cells by multiphoton excitation from the Ti--sapphire laser (Mai Tai HP; Spectra Physics) tuned to 820 nm (PAGFP mFRAPa, photoactivation) or 920 nm (EGFP mFRAPb, photobleaching) and focused to the diffraction limit. The use of multiphoton excitation was essential to our approach, as it allowed the production of spatially well-defined fields of photoconverted molecules ([@bib57]). The photoconversion laser exposures ranged from 0.1 to 100 ms in duration and 10- to 20-mW average power. The equilibration of the activated or bleached molecules was then monitored with serial *x--y* scans with 488-nm confocal excitation that intersected the photoconversion site (mFRAPa of Rho-PAGFP), or by fluorescence recording from the stationary Ti--sapphire laser point spread function (*psf*) at lower power and positioned at the location of the bleach site (mFRAPb of Rho-EGFP). In the case of mFRAPa, rapid focus corrections were made before and after the photoconversion pulse to account for the measured focus difference between 820- and 488-nm illumination caused by objective chromatic aberration ([@bib5]). Raw images were processed as described previously using custom MATLAB (The MathWorks) routines ([@bib5], [@bib6]).

In end-on mode, retina slices were placed in the imaging chamber such that outer segment tips were in close apposition to the cover glass that formed the chamber bottom, and such that the outer segments were parallel with the direction of light propagation. The best aligned outer segments in the end-on mode were selected, as judged by minimal lateral image shift upon *z* scanning. Rods where the incisure patterns were clearly visible were then selected for mFRAP studies.

Lateral diffusion coefficients, *D*~lat~, were obtained from mFRAPb data using a 3-D model of diffusion in cylindrical coordinates described previously ([@bib6]). The initial fast recovery phase was attributed to the well-characterized photophysical effect of triplet-state relaxation ([@bib36]; [@bib51]) and was not included in fittings.

The *psf* intensity profiles in 3-D were estimated from spatial fluorescence distribution patterns obtained from 3-D scans of 0.1-µm fluorescent microspheres (Polysciences, Inc.) as described previously ([@bib5]). The fluorescence profiles in *x*,*y* and *x*,*z* were approximated by peak normalized Gaussian functions with σ*~x,y~* = 0.19 and σ*~x,z~* = 0.68 for the focused Ti--sapphire laser tuned to 820 nm (multiphoton excitation), and σ*~x,y~* = 0.16 and σ*~x,z~* = 0.61 for the 488-nm line of the argon ion laser.

An important consideration in mFRAP experiments is the potential of local heating of the specimen by the Ti--sapphire laser focused to the diffraction limit within the sample, caused mainly by water absorption in the near infrared. The heating of biological samples by diffraction-limited near infrared laser beams has been thoroughly studied in the field of optical laser trapping ([@bib27]; [@bib34]; [@bib39]). [@bib27] directly measured the local heating within Chinese hamster ovary cells caused by near infrared trapping lasers focused to the diffraction limit and found that temperatures within the trapping beam rose linearly with laser power with a slope of ∼1.5°C/100 mW, and that the rise and fall times of the temperature changes upon onset and cessation of illumination were ∼10 ms. Based on this analysis, we estimate the local heating within the *mpsf* volume during the brightest and longest photoconversion pulses in our experiments to be on the order of 0.15--0.3°C. Given the linear dependence of *D* on temperature in the Stokes--Einstein relation, this temperature change is not expected to appreciably impact our estimations of Rho-E/PAGFP *D*~lat~ in either mFRAPa or mFRAPb protocols.

Microdensitometry of rhodopsin in *Xenopus* rod outer segments
--------------------------------------------------------------

### Apparatus development.

To determine if rhodopsin density varied along the long axis of rod outer segments, we assembled a microdensitometer with submicrometer spatial resolution. A 75-W xenon arc lamp source (Oriel Instruments) was collimated and passed through 10-nm band-pass interference filters (Omega Optical, Inc.) to obtain desired wavelength, and a series of neutral density filters (Thorlabs) to obtain the desired power. The beam was reflected into the back aperture of the long working-distance, 0.52-NA condenser on the inverted microscope (TE2000; Nikon) into which our multiphoton/confocal imaging systems are coupled. The effective numerical aperture of the condenser was reduced to \<0.3 by under filling the back aperture and closing down the field stop. In so doing, the rays incident to the sample were nearly parallel. A linear polarizer on an optical mount with adjustable axis was inserted into the illumination path immediately before the condenser. Images of samples illuminated as described above were obtained using a 60×, 1.2-NA, water-immersion objective (Nikon) and a high sensitivity EMCCD camera (Andor Technology).

### Rod outer segment preparation and density recording.

Outer segments from transgenic frogs expressing Rho-EGFP, reared on a 12-h/12-h light/dark cycle, and dark-adapted for at least 12 h, were isolated from retinas by fluid sheering in frog Ringer's solution. Retinas were removed to Ringer's solution, mixed by gentle vortexing, and allowed to stand for several minutes to allow larger pieces of retina to settle. A 10-µl aliquot was removed and added to 40 µl of Ringer's solution in the imaging chamber that contained a final concentration of 50--100 mM NH~2~OH, included to rapidly cleave the retinal Schiff base upon bleaching ([@bib52]). Once outer segments settled to the coverslip floor of the chamber, images were acquired using polarized illumination at wavelengths specified by appropriate band-pass filters.

Theory
------

Here, we describe our approach to the solution of the diffusion equations used to model the dynamics of membrane proteins in photoreceptor discs. Intrinsic and tightly bound peripheral membrane proteins are assumed to freely diffuse in two spatial dimensions within or along the surface of membranous discs in the outer segment of ciliary photoreceptors. The discs essentially consist of flattened bilayer membrane vesicles into which clefts known as incisures extend approximately radially from the periphery toward the disc center, thus segmenting the discs into discrete lobules ([@bib44]; see [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). The geometry of the incisures and disc lobules varies significantly within a given disc membrane. We thus reasoned that to fully understand the dynamics of proteins intrinsic to the disc membranes, it was necessary to model diffusion using an approach that allowed no-flux boundaries (Neumann) to be imposed at the positions of incisures and the radial limit of the disc in a pattern that is specific to the particular cell under investigation. To this end, we used numerical approaches to solve the diffusion equations in two spatial dimensions where the initial and boundary conditions may be arbitrarily defined.

### Coordinate system and initial and boundary conditions.

The Cartesian coordinate system was used, as it appears to be the most convenient for the asymmetrical initial and boundary conditions in our study. We began with a 2-D *x*,*y* grid of length and grid point frequency appropriate for a *Xenopus* rod photoreceptor disc. This required a grid that accommodated up to 8-µm diameter rods at a spatial resolution of 0.1 µm; thus, a typical grid measured ∼80 grid points to a side ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Onto this grid was layered an ellipse depicting the radial limit of the disc membrane and lines depicting the incisure patterns, both of which were traced directly from end-on photoreceptor images using a custom Matlab interface. Grid points that were intersected by the ellipse and incisure lines were treated as no-flux boundaries. Finally, an initial distribution of diffusing species was defined according to the diffraction-limited Gaussian intensity profile of the Ti--sapphire laser beam, located on the model grid at a position appropriate for a specific experiment.

![2-D membrane diffusion model grid. White ellipse represents the disc perimeter, and red lines indicate incisure positions traced onto the grid from the image of a rod outer segment on which an mFRAP experiment was performed. The Gaussian intensity profile represents the initial distribution of photoconverted molecules, and the flux at the disc perimeter and incisure grid points are set to zero. Diffusivities at all other grid points within the ellipse may be set arbitrarily; for this study, they were assumed to be uniform and equal to the empirically derived *D*~lat~ of Rho-EGFP (see [Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}).](JGP_201210818_Fig1){#fig1}

### The diffusion equations.

The general partial differential equation governing diffusion of substance *c* in 2-D in Cartesian coordinates is$$\frac{\partial c}{\partial t} = D_{x}\frac{\partial^{2}c}{\partial x^{2}} + D_{y}\frac{\partial^{2}c}{\partial y^{2}},$$where *t* is time and *D~x~* and *D~y~* are the diffusion coefficients of *c* in the specified direction.

The initial condition is defined as$$c\left( x,y,t = 0 \right) = c_{0},$$where *c*~0~ is the distribution of photoconverted molecules produced by exposure to the Ti--sapphire laser. The no-flux boundary conditions at the ellipse and incisure coordinates (indicated by subscript zero) are written as
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### Solution of the diffusion equations.

Solution of system [Eqs. 1](#fd1){ref-type="disp-formula"}--[3](#fd2){ref-type="disp-formula"} was accomplished using the numerical method of lines (MOL) ([@bib48]). Thus, a 2-D spatial grid was defined as described above, consisting of *n~x~* and *n~y~* positions with indices *i* and *j*, respectively. The derivatives in *x* and *y* were approximated with finite differences, which converts them into algebraic expressions and leaves only derivatives in *t* and thus ordinary differential equations (ODEs).

### Derivatives in x.

The MOL approximation of the spatial derivative of [Eq. 1](#fd1){ref-type="disp-formula"} at general grid point (*i*,*j*) is$$\frac{\partial^{2}c}{\partial x^{2}} \approx D_{x}\frac{c\left( i + 1,j \right) - 2c\left( i,j \right) + c\left( i - 1,j \right)}{\Delta x^{2}},$$where Δ*x* is the spatial increment in *x*. Similarly, the MOL approximation in *y* is
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where Δ*y* is the spatial increment in *y*.

The approximation at the grid point neighboring the no-flux boundaries in the positive *x* direction is
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where the flux between (*i* − 1,*j*), a fictitious point outside of the boundary, and (*i*,*j*) is taken to be zero. Similarly, the approximation at the grid point neighboring the no-flux boundaries in the negative *x* direction is
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where the flux between (*i* + 1,*j*), a fictitious point outside of the boundary, and (i,*j)* is taken to be zero.

Derivatives in *y* are similarly found.

### Integration.

The ODEs were integrated in time using the Matlab integrator ode45. Selection of [Eqs. 4](#fd4a){ref-type="disp-formula"}--[6](#fd6){ref-type="disp-formula"} (as well as those for the *y* dimension), which are used to calculate the flux between grid points, was determined through a series of conditional statements that referenced a matrix identifying the type and coordinates of the boundaries.

RESULTS
=======

Rho-EGFP expression in rods is heterogeneous
--------------------------------------------

To examine rhodopsin diffusion in live retinal slice preparations, fusion constructs encoding EGFP or PAGFP attached to the C terminus of *Xenopus* rod opsin were expressed in *Xenopus* rods under the control of the opsin promoter ([Fig. 2 A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). As noted previously ([@bib32]; [@bib18]), the fluorescence distribution along the axial dimension of the outer segments varied significantly within and between rods ([Fig. 2 B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The fluorescence within a given outer segment varied in two basic modes. A high frequency, low amplitude mode orbited a low frequency mode in which the expression varied from undetectable to bright peaks, thus indicating extensive variation in transgene expression levels. The high frequency mode appeared to be synchronized between rods, whereas the low frequency mode appeared asynchronous between rods. The overall expression levels also varied significantly between rods, with fluorescence of some rods being undetectable while being very bright in others, and everything in between.

![Transgenic expression of Rho-EGFP. (A) Constructs used to generate transgenic frogs. The color-coded regions above correspond to the colors of the amino acids below (PAGFP is shown). E/PAGFP was placed on the C terminus of *Xenopus* rod opsin with a single amino acid linker (H). The eight C-terminal amino acids of bovine rhodopsin were added to the C terminus of the GFP sequences. (B) Images of dissociated rod outer segments showing variable expression patterns of Rho-GFP. (Left) Trans-illumination images acquired with 700-nm wavelength illumination. (Right) Epifluorescence images acquired with 488-nm excitation. (C) Fluorescence of the outer segments shown in B averaged radially and plotted against axial distance. The top panel in C shows the fluorescence distribution of the dimmer cell in the top panels of B.](JGP_201210818_Fig2){#fig2}

Lateral diffusion of Rho-PAGFP in disc membranes is directionally heterogeneous
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Initially, we examined Rho-PAGFP diffusion using the mFRAPa approach in the "side-on" imaging orientation ([@bib5], [@bib6]) ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). We chose to use mFRAPa with a Rho-PAGFP fusion protein because the signal after photoactivation is ∼100-fold higher than on the nonphotoconverted background, which allows tracking of activated molecules over longer distances and times than can be achieved with traditional fluorescence recovery after photobleach (FRAPb) of EGFP ([@bib5]). Rho-PAGFP in rod outer segments of live retinal slices was photoactivated with a brief exposure from the Ti--sapphire laser applied at the radial center of outer segments. We had shown previously that after photoactivation, unfused PAGFP diffused both radially and axially, resulting in the relaxation of fluorescence at the activation site to preactivation levels within a few seconds ([@bib6]), indicating that unfused PAGFP was not retained on or between the disc membranes. In contrast, activated Rho-PAGFP diffused radially but did not diffuse axially, with the photoconverted molecules being retained for tens of minutes at the axial position where the activation took place ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). This demonstrated that virtually the entire fluorescence signal in Rho-E/PAGFP-expressing rods originated from the fusion protein. Free GFP, if present, did not produce appreciable fluorescence signal.

![Rho-PAGFP diffusion in outer segments of intact rods is inhomogeneous in the radial direction and absent on the axial direction. (A; left) Confocal image of a Rho-PAGFP--expressing rod taken at a single *z* plane before photoactivation. (Right) Confocal image of the same rod after several multiphoton photoactivation exposures at different positions along the outer segment. Each fluorescent line across the outer segment represents a single multiphoton photoactivation pulse of 0.1-ms duration and 20-mW average power from the Ti--sappire laser tuned to 820 nm. The times indicate the total time after activation for the indicated fluorescence line. Variation in fluorescence intensity was caused by the variable expression of Rho-PAGFP as shown in [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. (B) Time course of Rho-PAGFP relaxation after multiphoton photoactivation at the radial center of the outer segment. Note the asymmetrical radial diffusion. (C; right) Time course of fluorescence changes monitored by averaging the fluorescence signals in the indicated regions of interest (left), normalized to the preactivation fluorescence in that region.](JGP_201210818_Fig3){#fig3}

Interestingly, the radial equilibration of Rho-PAGFP was inhomogeneous in the majority of the side-on experiments ([Fig. 3, B and C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). After photoactivation, the pattern of dispersing Rho-PAGFP mass tended to favor one radial direction over the other. In the example in [Fig. 3 (B and C)](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, the mass moved toward the upper boundary of the outer segment more quickly than toward the lower, as seen in the time course traces from regions 2 and 3 ([Fig. 3 C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). This suggested directional variability in rhodopsin's diffusion across disc membrane surfaces and demonstrates the power of our high resolution mFRAP approach. The inhomogeneity in radial rhodopsin diffusion was revealed because the small sub--cubic micrometer volume of our multiphoton photoconversion *psf* produced highly localized regions of photoactivated Rho-PAGFPs, which we could then track as they were moving out of the photoconversion zone. Such inhomogeneity would have been impossible to detect using classical densitometry and FRAPb approaches that required much larger bleach areas.

A likely explanation for the directional heterogeneity in rhodopsin diffusion is diffusion path tortuosity imposed by disc membrane incisures, clefts in the disc membranes that extend radially from the disc rim toward its center ([@bib44]; [@bib29]; [@bib10]; [@bib50]). We next sought to examine the heterogeneity of rhodopsin diffusion in more detail and to identify the underlying mechanisms. However, the side-on imaging configuration did not allow a detailed examination of the radial diffusion along the disc surface, nor did it allow detailed examination of diffusion within or between disc membrane lobules formed by incisures. We thus turned to the high spatial resolution "end-on" imaging configuration to examine this possibility in more detail.

High resolution "end-on" imaging of rod outer segments expressing GFP reveals structural details of disc membranes
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We have demonstrated previously that end-on imaging of live rod outer segments expressing EGFP or PAGFP in our confocal system showed linear patterns of fluorescence dimming projecting radially from the periphery of the outer segment toward the center that were reminiscent of disc incisures ([@bib33]). Here, we show that imaging of Rho-EGFP and Rho-PAGFP in live rods in the end-on configuration reveals similar patterns ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). The likely explanation for this dimming is that the membrane geometry and/or structure of the incisures reduce access to, or exclude molecules from, the incisure region. Membranes associated with the hairpin terminal loops at disc incisures and rims appear to largely exclude rhodopsin molecules ([@bib42]; [@bib30]). Moreover, the decreased local volume of the aqueous cytoplasm caused by the geometry of stacked terminal loops will reduce the numbers of soluble GFPs in the incisure regions, which may be enhanced by the steric volume exclusion effect ([@bib33]). Further evidence that the dim line patterns represent incisures comes from good agreement between the average number of dim lines detected in end-on fluorescence images per disc diameter (compare the average lobule arc length; [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}) and the average lobule arc length found in electron microscopy (EM) images from frog rods, ∼1 µm ([@bib10]; [@bib50]).

![End-on imaging of GFP-expressing rod outer segments allows incisure patterns to be visualized. (A) Images of retinal slices arranged with outer segments perpendicular to the chamber floor. (B) Averages of 10--20 488-nm confocal scans at single *z* planes 10--20 µm from the outer segment tip showing the incisure patterns in EGFP and Rho-EGFP-- or Rho-PAGFP--expressing rods. (C) EM images showing the incisure patterns in frog rods (dark lines in the enface transmission electron micrograph and parallel lines indicated by the yellow arrows in the freeze fracture image). The size of the *psf* at the first sigma of its Gaussian intensity profile is shown approximately to scale (red ellipse). Enface EM reprinted with permission from *Experimental Eye Research* ([@bib50]). Bar, ∼5 µm. Freeze fracture image reprinted with permission from *Journal of Comparative Neurology* ([@bib10]).](JGP_201210818_Fig4){#fig4}

###### 

Mean incisure counts and disc diameters

  Genotype        Outer segment diameter   Number of incisures   Lobule arc length at disc periphery   *n*
  --------------- ------------------------ --------------------- ------------------------------------- -----
                  *µm*                                           *µm*                                  
  XOP-EGFP        6.92 ± 0.16              21.2 ± 0.42           1.03 ± 0.02                           10
  XOP-Rho-EGFP    6.48 ± 0.06              17.17 ± 0.31          1.19 ± 0.03                           6
  XOP-Rho-PAGFP   7.26 ± 0.33              18.29 ± 0.40          1.25 ± 0.04                           7

The above physical features as well as the fact that incisures are well aligned over many micrometers along the axial extent of the outer segment ([Fig. 4 C](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}) are responsible for our ability to distinguish incisures and lobules in end-on confocal scans. Disc lobules formed by the incisures are generally large enough to accommodate the first and second sigmas of the Gaussian beam profiles of the single- and multiphoton photoconversion *psf*s in *x*--*y*, particularly at positions nearing the radial boundary of the cell where the incisure separations are largest. Thus, in addition to allowing the incisures and disc lobules to be distinguished, the end-on imaging configuration allowed discrete multiphoton photoconversion of PAGFP and EGFP within lobule regions and, thus, examination of the diffusion of molecules directly within cell signaling microcompartments of known geometries.

End-on mFRAPa of Rho-PAGFP in disc membrane lobules reveals temporal heterogeneity in rhodopsin diffusion across the disc surface
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To examine the dynamics of rhodopsin diffusion across the full extent of the surface of disc membranes, we performed mFRAPa experiments with Rho-PAGFP--expressing rods in the end-on imaging orientation ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Fluorescence relaxation of lobule-activated Rho-PAGFP indeed appeared to have significantly different time courses depending on the size of the lobule and the apparent cross section of its opening onto the greater disc surface. In all cases, the time courses of relaxation exhibited multiple phases, with a fast relaxation phase followed by at least one slow phase ([Fig. 5 B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). To quantify the relaxation of Rho-PAGFP across the larger disc surface, we fitted the fluorescence relaxation time courses with a two-exponential decay function ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). Approximately 80% of the fluorescence relaxation occurred quickly, within several seconds after the photoactivation exposure. The recovery kinetics of the slow phases varied significantly, with an average time constant of ∼140 s. Interestingly, the amplitude of the fast recovery phase correlated with the peripheral arc length of the lobule, and the time constant of the slow phase declined as a function of increasing width of the lobule--disc conduit, as determined from end-on images ([Fig. 5, C and D](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}).

![Rho-PAGFP equilibration across disc faces after photoactivation within discrete lobules is biphasic. (A) mFRAPa of Rho-PAGFP in two cells with different lobule geometries; cell 1 with wide and cell 2 with narrow connections to the larger disc. (Top left) Averaged fluorescence images before photoactivation showing incisure patterns. (Top right) Images showing ellipses and traced incisures used for modeling in [Fig. 9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}. (Bottom) Time course images after photoactivation. (B) Time courses of fluorescence relaxation from the photoactivation sites, normalized to the projected fluorescence immediately after photoactivation, *F*~0~. Red circles indicate *F*/*F*~0~ recorded from the images in A. (C) The amplitudes of the fast exponential decay phases obtained from fitting data from 11 experiments ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}) plotted against lobule arc length show positive correlation, indicating that the transition between fast and slow phases occurs when diffusing Rho-PAGFP contacts the incisure boundary. (D) Plot of the time constants of the slow exponential decays from 11 experiments versus the width of the conduit connecting the lobule to the larger disc. The time constants fall with increasing conduit width, up to ∼0.75 µm, after which other factors appear to limit the equilibration rate.](JGP_201210818_Fig5){#fig5}

###### 

Lobule geometries and exponential fitting parameters from Rho-PAGFP mFRAPa experiments^1^

  Cell   Lobule area   Lobule width   Conduit width   Outer segment diameter   a       b       c       tau 1   tau 2
  ------ ------------- -------------- --------------- ------------------------ ------- ------- ------- ------- --------
         *µm^2^*       *µm*           *µm*            *µm*                                                     
  1      4.702         1.72           1.00            7.66                     0.87    0.19    0.035   0.247   21.01
  2      5.493         1.93           0.14            8.69                     0.82    0.21    0.003   2.703   526.32
  3      3.671         1.55           1.07            6.51                     0.72    0.19    0.035   0.953   57.14
  4      3.923         1.19           2.10            6.62                     0.71    0.14    0.029   0.641   40.00
  5      2.829         1.48           0.90            4.98                     0.78    0.16    0.052   0.292   28.57
  6      4.403         1.37           0.88            7.51                     0.85    0.12    0.020   0.358   70.62
  7      2.101         1.75           0.80            6.89                     0.79    0.20    0.027   1.064   80.65
  8      3.654         1.54           0.33            7.18                     0.75    0.12    0.070   0.785   209.64
  9      4.212         1.47           1.54            6.63                     0.76    0.20    0.066   1.188   52.08
  10     4.783         0.98           0.14            7.09                     0.64    0.29    0.030   2.392   354.74
  11     1.463         1.58           0.54            6.50                     0.85    0.13    0.055   0.368   78.74
  mean   3.75          1.505          0.858           6.93                     0.776   0.178   0.038   1.00    138.14
  SEM    0.36          0.079          0.178           0.28                     0.022   0.015   0.006   0.25    48.94

mFRAPa recoveries were fitted with the following equation: $\frac{F\left( t \right)}{F_{0}} = a \cdot \text{exp}\left( {- \frac{t}{\mathit{tau}1}} \right) + b \cdot \mathit{\exp}\left( {- \frac{t}{\mathit{tau}2}} \right) + c,$ where *F* is the fluorescence at the photoactivation site, and *F*~0~ is the fluorescence at that site immediately after photoactivation.

Despite the overall time to equilibration of photoactivated Rho-PAGFP across the disc surface being generally very slow and variable, in all experiments Rho-PAGFP eventually equilibrated and thus did not indicate an immobile fraction of rhodopsins, as had been proposed previously ([@bib26]; [@bib40]; [@bib54]; [@bib12]; [@bib16]). Several basic mechanisms may explain these results. It is possible that the population of rhodopsin is heterogeneous, with dramatically different diffusivities, as might be seen if rhodopsins formed the recently proposed large crystalline arrays on the disc surface ([@bib13], [@bib14]; [@bib24]; [@bib16]). The effective viscosity of the disc membranes may be variable, as might be the case in regions of the disc where incisures converge and disc rim proteins act to organize the lipids ([@bib30]), or caused by lipid raft domains that have been suggested to impede the diffusion of transducin ([@bib53]). Finally, the variation in the slow phase could simply be caused by the length and narrowness of the diffusion path for rhodopsin imposed by the incisures, which would produce variable resistance to diffusion in much the same way that wires of diminishing diameters and increasing lengths produce increasing electrical resistance. We investigated these possibilities in the following experiments.

Rho-EGFP recovery in disc lobules after mFRAPb is rapid, monotonic, and complete
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We reasoned that if the biphasic recovery of Rho-PAGFP were caused by a heterogeneous population of rhodopsins, the local relaxation of photoconverted molecules within an individual lobule would reflect the observed multiphasic recovery across the larger disc surface. We thus set out to examine the local dynamics of Rho-GFP within discrete disc lobule microcompartments. However, because of limitations in the acquisition rate of the mFRAPa approach, which in our system is currently limited to ∼10 Hz, it was clear that up to 60% of the initial activated Rho-PAGFP fluorescence relaxation was not recorded ([Fig. 5 B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). It was thus necessary to examine intralobular rhodopsin diffusion using an alternative higher temporal resolution approach.

To achieve higher temporal resolution, we examined the mobility of Rho-EGFP at fixed positions within live rod disc lobules using multiphoton mFRAPb ([@bib5]), which on our system allowed up to 1-MHz data acquisition rates ([Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Rods expressing Rho-EGFP were scanned in the end-on orientation, lobules were visualized, and a lobule region was selected for bleaching ([Fig. 6 A](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Fluorescence was then recorded using multiphoton excitation with the Ti--sapphire laser tuned to 920 nm. Bleaching of Rho-EGFP was effected by rapid, 0.2--1-ms, increases of the Ti--sapphire beam power, after which recovery was recorded for up to 1 s. This cycle was repeated 20--30 times. The individual traces were normalized to the prebleach level and averaged ([Fig. 6 B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}).

![Recovery of Rho-EGFP within discrete disc lobules after multiphoton photobleaching is monotonic and rapid. (A) Averaged end-on fluorescence images (top panels) are shown, and the traced disc periphery and incisure patterns with mFRAPb site are indicated by a red dot (bottom panels). (B) mFRAPb recovery curves. The recovery curves were fitted with a cylinder diffusion model (red line) described previously ([@bib6]). Green line is the data model difference. (C) *D*~lat~ plotted as a function of expression level and lobule area. The Pearson correlation coefficients (R) indicated poor correlation for both comparisons.](JGP_201210818_Fig6){#fig6}

In all cases, recovery from bleach was rapid, with half-times of ∼100 ms. Importantly, the recoveries were generally nearly complete, with a small reduction in the postbleach fluorescence that was consistent with the fraction of Rho-EGFP bleached within the lobule. This result shows that within a disc membrane lobule, all rhodopsins are mobile. Rho-EGFP diffusivities within the lobule were estimated using the 3-D cylinder diffusion model described previously ([@bib6]), where diffusion in the axial direction was zero and the cross-sectional area was matched to the lobule cross-sectional areas ([Fig. 6 B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). On average, the effective lateral diffusion coefficient, *D*~lat~, for Rho-EGFP in lobule membranes was 0.130 ± 0.012 µm^2^s^−1^, somewhat below previous estimates of 0.3--0.5 µm^2^s^−1^ that were based on indirect low spatial resolution rhodopsin bleach--recovery experiments ([@bib26]; [@bib40]; [@bib54]; [@bib16]) (See Discussion).

Values of *D*~lat~ did not appear to correlate with the lobule area or the expression level of Rho-EGFP ([Fig. 6 C](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). These results indicate that local mFRAPb of Rho-EGFP largely recovers from a local pool of unbleached molecules within the lobule that received the bleach, and that rhodopsin densities did not significantly vary in the disc lobules despite large variation in the Rho-EGFP expression levels. Nevertheless, the discrepancy in *D*~lat~ between our results and those obtained previously lead to the question of whether or not transgene expression of Rho-GFP has changed its mobility. It has been suggested that the degree of crowding of rhodopsins in photoreceptor disc membranes significantly impacts its lateral mobility ([@bib46]; [@bib47]; [@bib4]). Thus, it was important to examine whether or not the variation in Rho-GFP expression leads to variation in total rhodopsin density in the disc membranes.

Total rhodopsin levels in rod disc membranes vary little despite large variation in transgenic Rho-EGFP expression
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Transgenic expression of Rho-EGFP, or any transgene expressed under the control of the XOP fragment used in this study, generally did not exceed ∼20% of the millimolar expression levels of endogenous rhodopsin ([Fig. 6 C](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}) (compare [@bib32]; [@bib38]; [@bib18]). It thus seemed unlikely that transgene-expressed Rho-E/PAGFP would have a significant impact on disc membrane crowding. However, the high frequency component of Rho-EGFP fluorescence variation had a peak to trough ratio of 1.3:3. Thus, there appeared to be a significant cyclical variation in transgene Rho-EGFP expression, or in its delivery to outer segment discs, that differed mechanistically from the variation in expression proposed previously to be caused by the XOP promoter ([@bib32]) to explain the low frequency component. A major question for the present work was whether or not this apparently intrinsic variation in Rho-EGFP levels in the outer segment was indicative of variation in total rhodopsin surface density in disc membranes that might impact Rho-E/PAGFP lateral mobility.

To determine if the high frequency Rho-EGFP fluorescence pattern traced variation in endogenous rhodopsin levels in disc membranes, we examined the optical density of outer segments along their axial dimensions by spatially resolved microdensitometry ([Figs. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} and [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). This was accomplished by assembling an optical system on our confocal/multiphoton microscope that consisted of a monochromatic polarized illuminator directed into the sample chamber on our microscope stage via a low numerical aperture condenser, and a high sensitivity EMCCD camera (see Materials and methods). We tested the system by obtaining images of rod outer segments isolated from dark-adapted animals using various illumination wavelengths before and after complete bleaching of the chromophore ([Fig. 7 A](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). The optical density of dark-adapted outer segments varied as a function of the illumination wavelength and the orientation of the electric field vector relative to the outer segment axial dimension ([Fig. 7, B and C](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). On average, the maximum density was recorded at ∼520 nm, with the electric field vector perpendicular to the outer segment axis. This density corresponded to a specific absorbance (absorbance/outer segment diameter) at 520 nm of 11.9 ± 0.6 × 10^−3^ µm^−1^ (*n* = 15), in good agreement with previously reported values for wild-type *Xenopus* rods ([@bib49]), thus demonstrating that the Rho-E/PAGFP transgene did not impact total rhodopsin expression. Rotating the polarization angle 90° reduced the density 3.53 ± 0.07--fold (*n* = 5; [Fig. 7 C](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). The average optical density as a function of illumination wavelength was well fitted with a pigment nomogram ([@bib15]), with average maximum absorbance at a wavelength of ∼522 nm ([Fig. 7 C](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}), thus demonstrating the predominance of opsin with the vitamin A~2~ chromophore bound and, strictly speaking, the predominance of porphyropsin in the *Xenopus* rods examined in this study.

![Spatially resolved microdensitometry of *Xenopus* rods. (A) EMCCD images of a rod illuminated with 520 ± 5 nm, linearly polarized light with electric field vector perpendicular to the long axis of the rod, before and after complete bleach. Red dashed boxes indicate regions shown rotated 90° in B. (B) Absorbance images (top panels) and average absorbance along the axial dimensions (bottom panels) of the cell in A at the indicated wavelengths before complete bleach. The electric field vectors were perpendicular to the rod axis in all images, except the 520-nm images where e vector orientation is indicated (⊥ indicates perpendicular and \| \| indicates parallel to the rod axis). (C) Average absorbance values from the central portion of the rods in B, plotted as a function of illumination wavelength. The absorbance with electric vector parallel to the outer segment axis is lower as expected from rhodopsin dichroism ([@bib25]). Solid line is a pigment template derived by [@bib15]. (D) Demonstration of the spatial resolution of rhodopsin absorbance variation along the axial dimension of outer segments. (Top) Image of a dark-adapted rod outer segment at 520 nm after scanning 4-µm-wide regions spaced 5 µm apart with the Ti--sapphire laser tuned to 920 nm (5 mW average power). Scans in each region were repeated the indicated number of times. (Bottom) Axial absorbance profiles before (gray trace) and after (red trace) local Ti--sapphire laser bleaches.](JGP_201210818_Fig7){#fig7}

![Axial rhodopsin absorbance is invariant despite large variation in Rho-EGFP levels. (A) A 520-nm transmission image (top) and a 488-nm epifluorescence image (bottom) of an outer segment from a Rho-EGFP--expressing rod. (B) A 520-nm axial absorbance profile. (C) Axial fluorescence profile.](JGP_201210818_Fig8){#fig8}

To determine the spatial resolving power of our microdensitometer, we took advantage of rhodopsin's ability to photobleach upon multiphoton absorption of near infrared light to bleach lines across the diameter of outer segments using the Ti--sapphire laser tuned to 920 nm ([Fig. 7 D](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). Rectangular scans 4 µm wide, spaced 5 µm along the outer segment length, were applied to bleach rhodopsins in local outer segment regions. Sequential scans in a given region led to progressive local bleaching of rhodopsin, the amplitude of which scaled linearly with the logarithm of the number of scans at a particular laser power, as would be expected for progressive linear bleaching. Yet rhodopsin density in regions of the outer segment between the bleached regions did not change. This result clearly demonstrates, first, that we are able to detect variations of ∼5--10% or more in optical density at a spatial frequency of 10 µm along the outer segment, and second, that multiphoton scans of the outer segment confine bleaching to the scan region, leaving neighboring regions virtually unbleached.

Despite the up to threefold variation in fluorescence levels along the length of outer segments, axial variation in optical density to 520-nm illumination was not detectable ([Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, the variation in Rho-EGFP fluorescence in outer segments did not appear to reflect variation in endogenous rhodopsin densities in disc membranes of greater than ∼5--10%. The lack of correlation between rho-EGFP expression levels and estimated lateral diffusivities ([Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}), together with the results in [Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}, shows that either total rhodopsin is not varying in parallel with Rho-EGFP, or that the variations are small and had little impact on rhodopsin mobility.

DISCUSSION
==========

Quantifying the dynamics of protein transport within spatially constrained subcellular microcompartments of live functioning cells is essential for a complete understanding of cell signaling mechanisms and their regulation. Particularly important to understand is how cell and protein structures influence protein dynamics, distributions, and signaling. This goal has been hampered by the fact that most cell signaling compartments are smaller than can be resolved using extant live cell--imaging approaches. We have recently demonstrated that, owing to their large size and well-characterized ultrastructure, biochemistry, and physiology, amphibian photoreceptors are ideal for exploring the effects of cell structure---protein interactions on cell activities at high spatial resolution using optical approaches ([@bib6]; [@bib33]). Here we show, using a combination of transgenically expressed high signal to noise photo-switchable fluorescent protein probes, live cell confocal and multiphoton imaging, and quantitative analyses, that we are able to examine the dynamics of the GPCR rhodopsin within discrete membrane lobule signaling microcompartments of known geometry in live photoreceptors. Thus, this approach has allowed, for the first time, direct examination of the impact of signaling compartment geometry on GPCR mobility.

High resolution mFRAPa of Rho-PAGFP reveals rhodopsin diffusion across outer segment disc membranes to be dramatically heterogeneous
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Our high resolution approach to measuring rhodopsin mobility revealed heterogeneity in its diffusivity that was not previously detected using lower resolution approaches and thus demonstrates the importance of examining protein behavior within identified subcellular signaling microcompartments of live cells. We were able to achieve high resolution imaging by taking advantage of the multiphoton FRAPa method we described previously ([@bib5]) and well-characterized geometrical features of the of amphibian rod outer segments. The volume of PAGFP-tagged molecules that were converted to the 488-nm excitable form in our multiphoton *psf* was ∼1 attoliter (1e-18 liter) and typically produced an ∼100-fold increase in local fluorescence (see [@bib5]). This volume spanned 15 to 20 discs along the axial dimension of the outer segments in the end-on imaging orientation and was easily accommodated by single incisure-bounded disc membrane lobules in the radial dimension. Because the incisures are well aligned axially over many micrometers ([@bib42]; [@bib9]; [@bib10]; [@bib50]), our approach effectively averaged the diffusion across several discs with essentially identical incisures and lobule geometries.

In contrast, previous studies used two low spatial resolution approaches to probe rhodopsin diffusion in isolated rod outer segments. The first method relied on measuring the intrinsic optical density of rhodopsin using microdensitometry ([@bib26]; [@bib40]; [@bib17]; [@bib16]). Typically, rhodopsins in roughly half of a dark-adapted cylindrical rod outer segment were fully bleached, and the exchange of bleached and unbleached molecules between the two halves was monitored side-on over time. This geometry represents a five orders of magnitude larger perturbation volume than in our approach and encompassed many disc lobules of unknown geometry. The second method used fluorescent tags, either of all the outer segment proteins ([@bib54]) or transgenically expressed Rho-EGFP ([@bib53]), that were bleached using single-photon excitation from weakly focused lasers applied to the outer segments in the side-on imaging orientation. The bleaching volume in these studies was smaller than in the densitometry approaches; however, because of the side-on imaging orientation and the geometry of the bleaching beam, they also represent recoveries from bleaches that spanned many lobules of undefined geometry. Therefore, these low resolution approaches invariably represented the interlobule diffusion of rhodopsins averaged over many lobules of heterogeneous shape. Moreover, the recovery signals in both of these approaches were in the best case twofold changes in absorbance or fluorescence. Collectively, these limitations would not have permitted the detection of the heterogeneity of rhodopsin diffusion revealed by our high resolution/high signal to noise approach.

Disc membrane microcompartment architecture is the origin of heterogeneous rhodopsin diffusion
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The heterogeneous diffusion of rhodopsin across disc membranes may be explained by three basic mechanisms. The first possibility that has recently gained significant recognition is GPCR "corralling" ([@bib21], [@bib22]). Early studies of rhodopsin diffusion suggested that recoveries after photobleaching were up to 40% lower than expected ([@bib54]; [@bib12]; [@bib16]), and the unrecovered components were generally treated as immobile fractions. [@bib12] and [@bib16] suggested that the incomplete recoveries were caused by disc lobules that were physically separated from the larger disc membranes. Alternatively, it was recently proposed from atomic force microscopy studies that large oligomers of what appear to be hundreds to thousands of rhodopsins form in disc membranes ([@bib13], [@bib14]; [@bib24]) that were later proposed as a possible origin of the immobile phase ([@bib16]). A second possibility is that heterogeneity is simply caused by tortuosity in rhodopsin diffusion paths imposed by the disc incisures. Finally, the heterogeneity may be caused by variable resistance to diffusion into or out of lobules caused by the variable width of the lobule connections to the larger disc. Our high resolution mFRAP approach allowed us to differentiate between these possibilities.

Two lines of evidence argue against corralling of rhodopsins. First, we showed that mFRAPa of Rho-PAGFP within a defined lobule always resulted in its equilibration across the larger disc surface, albeit with variable rates. Second, we showed that mFRAPb of Rho-EGFP within individual lobules yielded fast monotonic recoveries that were complete to within 95--99% of the fluorescence level before bleaching. The small 1--5% reduction in fluorescence after bleaching was accountable as the fraction of Rho-EGFP depleted by the *psf* bleaching profile and thus did not represent an immobile population of rhodopsins. These results show that within disc lobules of *Xenopus* rods rhodopsins appear to be monodispersed with diffusion coefficients of ∼0.13 µm^2^s^−1^ and rule out rhodopsin confinement to lobules by physical separation from the discs or by the existence of large arrays of relatively immobile rhodopsin as explanations for the heterogeneity of rhodopsin diffusion.

The elimination of rhodopsin corralling within disc lobules leaves tortuosity of diffusion paths and frictional resistance of the lobule--disc conduit as the most probable mechanisms for heterogeneity of rhodopsin diffusion. It is well known from EM studies of amphibian rod outer segments that their discs contain multiple incisures that segment them into lobules of ∼1 µm arc length at the periphery ([@bib10]; [@bib50]). These studies also show that the depth into the disc that the incisures extend and the degree to which they converge vary greatly, as do the widths of the lobule connections to the larger disc. The lobule--disc conduit width may be as narrow as ∼100 nm and as wide as ∼1.3 µm or more. Moreover, these EMs show that in some cases incisures that converge to within ∼90--100 nm may remain at this close distance for more than a micrometer ([@bib9]). Thus, the incisures produce lobule conduits of various lengths and widths that, based on Fick's first law, are predicted to act as variable resisters to rhodopsin flux.

Indeed, the correlation of the amplitude of the first exponential decay found from the two-exponential fitting of the mFRAPa relaxation curves with the arc length of the lobule in which the experiment was performed, as well as the observation that the time constant of the second exponential in the fitting falls as the lobule conduit width increases ([Fig. 5, C and D](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, and [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}), supports the notion that the biphasic behavior of rhodopsin diffusion directly stems from its interaction with the incisure boundaries and the resistance of the conduit. Qualitatively, the simplest explanation for the variable biphasic relaxation of Rho-PAGFP in our study is, therefore, a combination of diffusion path tortuosity and slowed flux between the disc lobule and the larger disc caused by lobule--disc conduits of variable geometry.

Modeling molecular diffusion in disc membranes quantitatively demonstrates that microcompartment geometry alone is sufficient to explain heterogeneity in rhodopsin dynamics
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To quantitatively determine if diffusion path tortuosity and lobule-to-disc conduit resistance can explain the observed rhodopsin equilibration rates in mFRAPa experiments, we generated a disc membrane diffusion model that includes the specific geometries of the incisures and the lobules they form ([Fig. 9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"} and Theory). The model allows arbitrary definition of disc, incisure, and lobule geometry relevant to specific experimental cases ([Fig. 9 A](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}). The average diffusion coefficient of Rho-EGFP measured in mFRAPb experiments ([Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}) was used in the model calculations and was assumed to be uniform across the disc surface. Flux at the incisure and disc rim boundaries was set to zero, i.e., $\partial c/\partial t = 0$. With these constraints, the model reasonably predicted the mFRAPa results from the two cells with vastly differing lobule geometries displayed in [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} ([Fig. 9 B](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}).

![A disc membrane diffusion model shows that microcompartment geometries are sufficient to explain heterogeneous Rho-PAGFP relaxation. (A) Model time course images based on the disc geometries of cells 1 and 2 of [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, with and without incisures. (B) Comparison of model prediction of the Rho-PAGFP relaxation time course with the observed relaxation replotted from [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}.](JGP_201210818_Fig9){#fig9}

A caveat to this analysis is that the width of the lobule--disc conduits was uncertain in lobules where incisures were highly convergent because they were smaller than could be reliably resolved by our imaging system (compare [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, cell 2). Thus, in the case of the model of cell 2 ([Fig. 9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}, model of cell 2), we simply adjusted the geometry of the lobule--disc connection to see if we could find a reasonable set of parameters that fitted the data. A lobule--disc connection of ∼100-nm width and ∼0.5-µm long produced a satisfactory fitting of the entire relaxation time course. These results show that the diffusion of rhodopsin between disc lobules can be reasonably accounted for by the geometry of the lobules and incisures alone.

However, factors other than path narrowing may be involved in the slowing of rhodopsin diffusion, including the possibility that the viscosity of the disc membrane within and immediately adjacent to the incisures is higher than that of membranes more distant from these structures. The disc membranes make hairpin turns at the incisures and the disc rims as they fold back upon themselves, forming structures known as terminal loops ([@bib10]). These loops contain the proteins rom-1 and peripherin, which apparently stabilize the end loop structure ([@bib35]; [@bib30]; [@bib1]; [@bib2]; [@bib31]). Importantly, the terminal loops appear to exclude rhodopsin ([@bib30]) and reduce access of other peripheral membrane proteins ([@bib42]). Collectively, these results suggest that the membranes at the incisures have different characteristics from the bulk disc membranes, including the possibility that the lipids are less mobile. Thus, the mobility of rhodopsins found near incisures could be lower than in the bulk membrane and, in cases where the lobule--disc conduits are very narrow, the flux between a lobule and the bulk disc may be reduced beyond that expected for narrowing of the diffusion path alone.

Rhodopsin D~lat~ quantified within defined disc lobules agrees with previous macroscopic estimations
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Estimations of rhodopsin lateral diffusion coefficients in photoreceptor disc membranes have a long history that began with the pioneering studies in amphibian photoreceptors of [@bib40] and [@bib26]. These studies, as well as later studies ([@bib54]; [@bib12]; [@bib55]; [@bib17]; [@bib53]; [@bib16]), produced a range of estimates for the lateral diffusion coefficient of rhodopsin of ∼0.1--0.6 µm^2^s^−1^. Our estimate of *D*~lat~ = 0.130 ± 0.012 µm^2^s^−1^ is in reasonable agreement, although on the lower end of the range. There are several explanations that may account for the slightly lower estimate for *D*~lat~ in our study. Previous studies have suggested that the changes in the packing density of rhodopsin in disc membranes may lead to changes in the effective *D*~lat~ ([@bib46]; [@bib4]). Thus, introduction of a transgene that expresses Rho-E/PAGFP in addition to endogenous rhodopsin might have led to increased crowding of the disc membranes. However, our demonstration that changes in fluorescence of expressed Rho-EGFP did not correlate with changes in outer segment optical density at 520 nm, coupled with the lack of correlation between *D*~lat~ and Rho-EGFP expression levels, argues against this possibility.

A caveat to our approach is that the transgenically expressed Rho-E/PAGFP may not behave identically to endogenous rhodopsins. The E/PAGFP label on the C terminus of rhodopsin in our study projected into the interdiscal space. It is thus possible that the GFP tag exerted an increased viscous drag on the rhodopsins or interacted with peripheral membrane proteins in the interdiscal space, and thus decreased its mobility and apparent diffusion coefficient. To our knowledge, there is no satisfactory theory for the diffusion of molecules that span the interface between two media with different viscosities. The only treatment of this case found in the literature deals with probes, such as gold particles, that are much larger than the molecule of interest diffusing in the membrane ([@bib3]), which is not relevant to the case of GFP-labeled rhodopsins, a probe and protein of approximately the same size. However, an estimation of the impact of the GFP label on the mobility of rhodopsin may be made. Borrowing from the approach of [@bib23], the frictional coefficient of Rho-E/PAGFP in the Einstein relation $f = \text{k}_{\text{B}}\text{T}/D_{\text{Rho-GFP}}$ is the total of the frictional coefficient of GFP in the cytosolic milieu, *f*~c~, and that of rhodopsin in the disc membrane, *f*~m~, i.e., $f_{\text{tot}} = f_{\text{c}} + f_{\text{m}}$. Thus, invoking Stokes' law, the ratio of the apparent diffusion coefficients of native rhodopsin and the Rho-E/PAGFP fusion protein may be approximated as
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where *η*~c~ and *η*~m~ are the cytosolic and membrane viscosities, and *a*~EGFP~ and *a*~Rho~ are the approximate radii of GFP and rhodopsin, respectively. Needless to say, this is an approximation because the Navier--Stokes equations are unsolvable for a cylinder in a 2-D medium, the so-called Stokes' paradox ([@bib45]). Based on *η*~m~ of ∼3 P ([@bib40]) and *η*~c~ of ∼0.05 P based on our previous measurements of the diffusion of GFP in the interlobule microcompartment ([@bib33]), the *D*~Rho~/*D*~Rho-EGFP~ ratio is expected to be ∼1.02, a value insufficient to explain the approximately threefold difference between our estimate and previous estimates of *D*~lat~. This analysis does not rule out the possibility that the GFP tag slows diffusion by introducing collisional encounters with other transduction proteins such as transducin.

Another possibility is that the low spatial resolution of previous methods led to overestimation of rhodopsin diffusivities. For example, to account for the low resolution of their method, [@bib40] empirically found correction factors for the impact of incisures on their estimate of *D*~lat~ using an ingenious, albeit limited, method of comparing heat conduction in metal discs with and without incisure-like clefts cut into them. For frog rods, the resulting correction factor was 2.7, which was used to adjust their estimate of *D*~lat~ from a value of 0.13 µm^2^s^−1^ to a value of 0.35 µm^2^s^−1^. This correction factor was used again in later reports that used fluorescent labeling of outer segment membrane proteins ([@bib54]) or Rho-GFP fusions ([@bib53]) to arrive at similar corrected estimates of *D*~lat~ of 0.3 µm^2^s^−1^ and 0.4 µm^2^s^−1^, respectively. [@bib16] independently found a correction factor of 2.8 using a numerical model of disc membrane diffusion to arrive at *D*~lat~ of ∼0.33 µm^2^s^−1^ for frog rods. These analyses, however, relied on estimates of half-times of recovery and thus are highly dependent on how the experimenters chose the time at which complete equilibration was attained, which was difficult to judge from the low resolution methods. Indeed, in the experiments shown in [@bib54], it does not appear that complete equilibration of bleached and unbleached molecules was attained over the time frame of their recordings. These limitations may have led to underestimates of the recovery *t*~1/2~s and thus overestimates of rhodopsin *D*~lat~.

It is important to note that our experiments, as well as all previous experiments on rhodopsin diffusion, were necessarily performed on bleached rhodopsins in light-adapted photorecpetors. It has been shown previously that fully bleached rhodopsins may form aggregates in membranes ([@bib7]), although perhaps smaller than the large crystalline arrays proposed by [@bib13]. Particle diffusion in membranes, however, is highly insensitive to changes in molecular size. According to the membrane diffusion model of [@bib45], and considering the approximate viscosity of rod disc membranes at 20°C of 3 Poise ([@bib8]) and that of the aqueous cytoplasm of ∼5 cPoise ([@bib33]), to achieve a threefold reduction in *D*~lat~, the radius of the rhodopsin oligomer would have to be 50-fold larger than the radius of monomer rhodopsin. Thus, the number of rhodopsins in an average oligomer would be ∼2,500, and the resulting raft of rhodopsins would have a radius of ∼175 nm. Although it seems unlikely, we do not know with certainty that these large oligomers of rhodopsin do not form. Additionally, light adaptation may have led to the movement of arrestin into the outer segment compartment and to its binding with bleach rhodopsin. This may have increased the abovementioned collisional encounter rate of the GFP tag with transduction proteins potentially leading to slower diffusion. Thus, it will be important to examine the diffusion of rhodopsins in the dark state in live photoreceptors, for which we are currently developing a strategy.

Finally, other factors that may have influenced estimations of rhodopsin *D*~lat~ include the temperature at which experiments were performed, accuracy in estimating the bleaching beam geometry, differences in signal to noise ratios in the recording setups, species variations in rhodopsin diffusivities, and uncertainties in the contribution of rhodopsin metaproduct decay in densitometry experiments ([@bib16]). Collectively, it would not be unexpected that these uncertainties would lead to variations in the estimates of *D*~lat~ between laboratories of an order of magnitude.

Concluding remarks
------------------

We have, for the first time, examined the dynamics of a GPCR within the spatially constrained cell signaling microcompartments in which it normally resides. The high spatial resolution and high signal to noise approaches we developed allowed us to resolve long-standing questions about the diffusion of rhodopsin in photoreceptor disc membranes and revealed previously unknown heterogeneity in the diffusivity of rhodopsin in different disc regions. Finally, we have developed a quantitative model for molecular diffusion within identified subcellular microcompartments of arbitrary geometry that allows quantitative assessment of protein dynamics within and between microcompartments. These novel tools will allow the direct examination of the dynamics, interactions, and regulation of signaling cascade components within identified subcellular microcompartments.
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